Website Link

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
• Keyword Analysis - Use embedded negative keywords at ad group or campaign level

to remove keyword conﬂicts

• Ad Copy Analysis - Add static ad copies in all ad groups to serve the different ad variation to improve CTR and overall ad performance
• Dynamic Keyword Insertion - We recommend to use only use static ads in the brand campaign to avoid displaying the brand misspelling in ad copies
• Bid & Budget Management - Increase the daily budget for campaigns limited by budget to increase the number of transactions
• Google Analytics Code - Move the Google Analytics script inside the head tag
• Ad Extensions - Incorporate ad extensions into the active campaign for better return on investment
• Google Display Network - Implement a display banner advertising campaign to enhance brand awareness and reach via other websites
• Remarketing - Incorporate Remarketing campaign and take necessary actions to

enable the disapproved audience lists

• RLSA - Resume/Create RLSA campaigns to ensure higher ROI in search ads
• Ad Scheduling - Use custom ad schedule & bidding strategies to enhance the

campaigns performance

• Mobile Bid Adjustments - Decrease or moderate the mobile bids by roughly 10% for

the campaigns that are less performing in terms of CPA

• Campaign Structure - Develop the separate campaign for each treatment, services &
All Time Performance:

brand to have better control and account management

ACCOUNT DIAGNOSTICS
Current campaign hierarchy is based on treatments.
There is room for improvement and opportunities to
make changes to support current hierarchy.
Recommendation: Create separate campaigns for
each treatment, services and brand to improve
performance. Current campaigns have themed ad
groups in terms of types of treatment, body parts etc.
However, they are not being managed effectively. We
recommend to target the keywords with a more
tightly themed campaign structure.

KEYWORDS ANALYSIS
Keywords Conﬂicts
Some keywords in the account are not performing well due to a keywords conﬂicts. As a result, there are not enough clicks on these keywords
because they are not showing.
Recommendation: Use embedded negative keywords at ad group or campaign level to make sure that the most relevant ads come from
respective ad groups only.

KEYWORDS ANALYSIS
Average Keywords Per Ad Group
While analysing the account, we found that ad group “excessive sweat treatment” contains 86 active keywords.
Recommendation: We recommend to have only 15-20 closely related keywords per ad group. This strategy enables Google to serve the most
relevant ad copy to searchers.

KEYWORDS ANALYSIS
Spend Analysis
While analysing the historical performance of the account, we found that 41% of the spend is spent on keywords which have resulted in 0
conversions. 36% of the spend goes to keywords with CPA lower than $150, and 23% goes towards keywords with CPA higher than $150.
Recommendation: Pause or decrease bid by 50% on non-converting and expensive keywords.

• Non Converting Keywords — 0 Conversions
• Effective Keywords — CPA < $150
• Expensive Keywords — CPA > $150

KEYWORDS ANALYSIS
Search Query Report
When analysing the Search Query Report (SQR), we identiﬁed potential keywords (e.g., “liposuction for men”) which are triggering ads, but have not
been added to the account although they are delivering the appropriate number of clicks and conversions.
Recommendation: Add keywords which are delivering a substantial amount of clicks and conversions.

CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Campaign Settings
Campaign “XYZ” is Standard search Campaign, while all other campaign are running with All features.
Recommendation: Change “XYZ” campaign type from “standards” to “All features” to enable the advance campaign targeting features, as other
campaigns are running with the same features.

CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Campaign Structure
Current campaign structure does not cover all the services.
Recommendation: Restructure account to capture the total scope of the website with all its services in various campaigns with respective keywords
and ad groups.

CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Campaign Settings
Campaign “ABC” & “XYZ” are limited by budget, and they are running with “accelerated” delivery method.
This may cause your budget to run out early.
Recommendation: Change delivery method from “accelerated” to “standard” for these campaigns to spend budget evenly over time.

CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Ad Group Analysis
While analysing the account we found that all keywords are paused in ad group “xyz, abc”.
Recommendation: We recommend to pause ad group rather than keywords for better account management.

CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS
User Location Analysis
We found in current campaign structure & location setting we are receiving the clicks from other countries too.
Recommendation: We would recommend slightly tweak in location targeting setting and opt the people in my target location only.

CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Google Script
There is no active Google script found in account. However, we can use the current multiple scripts to make things easy and manage it precisely.
Recommendation: We would recommend to enable a few useful script in the account such as bad URL notiﬁcations.

AD COPY ANALYSIS
Single Ad Variations Per Ad Group
Having no active test is a mistake. Never stop testing ad copy! We've seen tremendous growth in AdWords accounts (over years) with continuous
and consistent testing. Two to three ad variations are typically an appropriate amount.
Recommendation: Add 1-2 ad copy variations and keep it to a maximum of 3-4 ad copies per Ad Group and update the ﬁnal URLs according to the
targeted product category page.

AD COPY ANALYSIS
All DKI (Dynamic keyword insertion) Ads
An extensive use of DKI ads were found while analysing the account.
Recommendation: We recommend to test static ad copies next to DKI ads for A/B Split testing for improvement of CTR. We also recommend to not
have DKI ads in campaigns because if Google users types in keywords with misspelling, there is a possibility that the ads will show incorrect spelling
in ads.

AD COPY ANALYSIS
Ad Copy Relevancy
“XYZ” ad group does not have any speciﬁc ad variation created to focus on this term.
Additionally, no appropriate use of the display URL was found. “xyz.com.au” is the only identiﬁed display URL, but there is no further use of other
relevant terms and keywords in this segment of the ad copies.
Recommendation: Add speciﬁc ad variations for “xyz” ad group and add some further relevant keywords in display URL for all ad copies. This is a
strategy to enhance the ad relevancy. Thus, keywords will receive a higher quality score which will result in your ads showing in a higher ad position
at a lower CPC.

BID & BUDGET MANAGEMENT

Campaigns Limited By Budget
All campaigns are running limited by budget and ads are therefore not showing as often as they could for these campaigns.
Recommendation: Increase daily budget for campaigns running limited by budget to get more clicks and conversions.

BID & BUDGET MANAGEMENT
Search Lost Impression Share (Budget)
When analysing last month’s performance we found that the account has more budget potentiality in the “XYZ” campaign.
Adwords also denotes that the account has lost 27% searches due to a low daily budget in the “XYZ” campaign, and an overall search loss of 7.70%
across the account.
Recommendation: Increase 10% of daily budget for the “XYZ” campaign.

BID & BUDGET MANAGEMENT
Search Lost Impression Share (Rank)
While analysing the account performance for May’16, we found that a total of 39.37% of searches are lost lost due to the ad rank.
Recommendation: Increase bids for those keywords where allocated max CPC is lower than the required top of the page bid.

CONVERSION TRACKING
Conversion Tracking
Conversion tracking is disabled in the account.
Google Analytics or Adwords website conversion code has not been implemented properly on the website.

CONVERSION TRACKING

Recommendation: Enable conversion tracking in the account by implementing Google Analytics or Adwords website conversion code properly on
the website to start recording the conversions.

CONVERSION TRACKING
Google Analytics Code
The Google Analytics code was detected on the page, but it has been implemented outside of the <head> tags.
This means that Google Analytics code is not implemented properly on the website and no conversions will be tracked.

Recommendation: Move the Google Analytics script inside the closing </head> tag.

CONVERSION TRACKING
Remarketing Code
The AdWords Remarketing code was detected on the page, but is currently implemented outside of the <body> tags. These tags are used to deﬁne
the ‘body’ of the HTML document. Many browsers will not execute scripts or load elements after the closing body tag.
This means that AdWords Remarketing code is not implemented properly on the page and no conversions will be tracked.

Recommendation: Move the AdWords Remarketing script inside the closing </body> tag.

CONVERSION TRACKING
Website Call Conversions
Website Call Conversions enables you to track calls to a phone number on your website. When someone visits your website after clicking one of your
AdWords ads, website call conversion tracking can help you identify and measure calls from your site. You can use dynamically-generated Google
forwarding numbers that replace your business number on your site.
XYZ Sydney is currently not recording website call conversions.
Recommendation: Set up website call conversions in XYZ Sydney AdWords account in order to get a complete picture of what triggers conversions.
As a result of tracking website call conversions, you can see which speciﬁc keywords, ads, ad groups and campaigns are leading to call conversions.

AD EXTENSIONS
What Are Ad Extensions?
Ad Extensions are a type of ad format that show extra information (“extending” from your text ads) about your business. Some can be added
manually and others are automated. Give customers more reasons to click on the ad. Most ads with extensions appear above search results. This
placement often has higher CPCs than ads that appear beside search results.

What Are Ad Extensions?
•

Improved Visibility: Ad extensions tend to

improve your ad’s visibility. They often appear
above the search results, rather than along the
sidebar. If two competing ads have the same bid
and quality, the ad with the greater expected
impact from extensions will generally appear in a
higher ad position than the other.

•

Better Return On Investment: Extensions can

help improve the CTR of your ads. More clicks
means more customer trafﬁc.

AD EXTENSIONS
Types of Ad Extensions
• Sitelink Extension: Sitelink extensions are additional links in your ads that take customers to speciﬁc pages on your website. This allows you to
promote certain products, services, or sections of your website and take potential customers to exactly the information they were searching for.
This can increase both CTR and conversions.

• Call Extension: Call extensions allow you to include a phone number in your standard text ad. This extension is more important for lead based
accounts. With Call Extensions you can include a click-to-call button in your mobile ad so users can call your business directly.

• Location Extension: Location extensions allow you to include location information in your standard text ads. They allow you to get more real estate
on the SERP and provide more information to local searchers, including a clickable phone number on mobile devices.

• Call-Out Extension: Call-Out Ad Extension lets you include additional text with your search ads. They promote popular or unique aspects of your
business. With Call-Outs ads are up to date with sales and special offers.

• Review Extension: This extension makes ad unique and standout from the competition. A review extension must be an accurate, current,
credible, non-duplicative third-party review of the advertiser's business.

• App Extension: App extensions allow you to link to your mobile or tablet app from your text ads. This is a great way to provide access to your
website as well as to your app. It is best option to use when primary goal is to drive app downloads, app promotion ads (which link to apps
exclusively).

• Automated Extension: AdWords creates and displays the automated extensions formats (seller ratings, consumer ratings, social extensions,
and previous visits) when it predicts that they’ll improve your ad’s performance.

• Structured Snippets Extension: Structured snippets allow your ads to highlight speciﬁc aspects of your products and services. These ad
extensions provide context on the nature and variety of your products and services before visitors click through to your site.

AD EXTENSIONS
Sitelinks
Sitelinks have been set up in the account but are currently not enabled in active campaigns.

Recommendation: Enable the existing or create new sitelinks in the active campaigns to boost ad CTR and improve overall account
performance. We also recommend to enhance the sitelinks further by writing additional lines of descriptions.

AD EXTENSIONS
Call Extension
Call extensions have been set up but are currently not enabled in any active campaigns.

Recommendation: Re-enable the call extensions to record data from phone calls.

AD EXTENSIONS
Call-Outs
Call-Out extensions have been set up but only 4 of 39 are active.

Recommendation: We recommend using call-out extensions on campaign or ad group level to increase ad relevancy and improve
the ad format which will generate a higher ad rank.

AD EXTENSIONS
Structured Snippets
Structured snippets extensions have not
been set up in the account.

Recommendation: We recommend using structured snippet extensions on campaign or ad group level for “service catalog” to improve
ads performance.

DISPLAY NETWORK
What Is Display Network?
The Display Network is a network of websites with advertising
space where you can place your ads and use precise targeting to
reach engaged audience to deliver better results.
Wrong placements on GDN (Google Display Network) may eat up
a major part of the budget with no revenue. Right place, right
time. That's the power of the Google Display Network. The GDN is
vast with abundant opportunity to generate great results. GDN
helps to increase brand awareness and increase in sales. Targeting
potential & relevant GDN network helps for branding as well as for
direct response.

Display Network Lets You
• Increase Brand Awareness
• Reach right customers at right time.
• Generate effective ROI
• Advertise effectively through banner and text ads.

DISPLAY NETWORK
Display Network
There are no active display campaigns in the account. Only 3 search campaigns are currently live.

Recommendation: Implement a display banner advertising campaign to enhance brand awareness and reach users via other
websites.

AD SCHEDULING
What Is Ad scheduling?
Ad Scheduling (also known as "day parting") lets you
tell Google exactly when you want your ads to run and,
more importantly, when you do not want them to run.
Using custom ad scheduling provides an opportunity
to specify certain hours and/or days of the week when
we want your ads to show and set bid adjustments to
increase or decrease bids for speciﬁc days and times.

Advantages of Custom Ad Scheduling
• Advanced users can automatically modify their bids based on time-of-day and day-of-week cycles in campaign performance.
• Ad Scheduling can help improve ROI for display campaigns by ensuring that ads show at times when they perform the best.

AD SCHEDULING
Analysis & Recommendation
We have observed that highlighted hours have high CPA and are receiving a low number of conversions or no conversions at all.

Recommendation: Lower or disable Adwords campaigns during low-response periods to get more visibility during peak hours and
increase bids for high-converting time frames. Use custom ad schedule and bidding strategies to enhance the campaigns
performance.

MOBILE BID ADJUSTMENTS
What Are Mobile Bid Adjustments?
Mobile Bid Adjustments allow the account to increase device
speciﬁc bids for those particular campaigns that have been
performing high on a particular device. To alter your bids when
your ads appear on mobile devices, you can specify a mobile bid
adjustment at the campaign level or at the ad group level.
If you set a mobile bid adjustment at the campaign level and at
the ad group level in a single campaign, the ad group mobile
bid adjustment is used when determining your bid. However, if
the campaign mobile bid adjustment is -100%, then the ad
group mobile bid adjustment isn't used.

Set Mobile Bid Adjustments
• In Campaigns or Ad groups, select the campaigns or ad groups that you'd like to modify.
• Under "Mobile bid adjustment" in the edit panel, enter a value from -90% through +300%, inclusive. You can also enter -100% to opt out of mobile
for the selected campaigns or ad groups.

MOBILE BID ADJUSTMENTS
Current Mobile Bids
While analysing the account we identiﬁed that campaign “WP - Search - Fat Reduction” & “WP - Search - Sweating” has a higher CPA than avg. CPA
on mobile devices.

Recommendation: As campaigns are running limited by budget we would recommend to decrease your mobile bids by roughly 10%
for the campaigns that are delivering high CPA.

LOCATION BID ADJUSTMENTS
What are Location Bid Adjustments?
Optimising the account by implementing bid adjustments by location is a quick win to get the account performing better. Increase bids on strong
performing locations to increase conversions at a low cost per lead. It helps avoid depleting your advertising budget on locations that don’t perform
well by adding negative bid adjustments. This allows XYZ Sydney to optimise the account for only those locations who have showed strong historical
performance & negate those locations that have not had an impact in terms of conversions.

LOCATION BID ADJUSTMENTS
Insights
Most of the current campaigns do not take into account the location bid adjustments to optimise the account for maximum performance. Location
bidadjustments is not set for the locations having CPA higher than Avg. CPA and bids are set to decrease by 20% for few locations having CPA lower
than the Avg. CPA.

Recommendation: Decrease your location bids by roughly 20% for the locations that are not performing well in terms of
CPA(marked-up in red colour). Remove location bid adjustments or increase the bid for the locations that are gaining better
performance in terms of CPA(marked-up in green colour).

LOCATION BID ADJUSTMENTS
Analysis & Recommendation
Most of the current campaigns do not take into account the location bid adjustments to optimise the account for maximum performance.
Location bid adjustments are not set for the locations with CPA higher than avg. CPA ($131).

Recommendation: Decrease location bids by roughly 20% for the locations that are not performing well in terms of CPA.

REMARKETING
What Is Remarketing?
Remarketing is a clever way to connect with visitors to your website who may not have made an immediate purchase or enquiry. It allows you to
position targeted ads in front of a deﬁned audience that had previously visited your website - as they browse elsewhere around the internet.
The Remarketing ads can be delivered in either or both text and image display formats. The ads are managed in the account and are shown on web
pages visited by your target audience that accept Google advertising placements.
Google Remarketing is an ideal tactic especially where the sales process is long and considered and competitive. Executed in the right way it can be
a powerful tool to improve sales conversions and to raise your brand proﬁle.

Requirements
There is a minimum threshold of 100 cookie ID’s on each Remarketing list
before a campaign can become active. To be successful it’s important to:
a) Make sure your ad is highly relevant to what you know visitors are
looking for, and
b) Contains some form of enticement to encourage them back to your
website.
For example you could display a special discounted offer on that item.

REMARKETING
XYZ Sydney Remarketing
The account has no active Remarketing campaigns. The current Remarketing Audiences lists are disabled due to a violation of Google's policy for
advertising based on interests and location.

Recommendation: Incorporate Remarketing campaign into the account. Check Google's policy for advertising based on interests
and locations, and take necessary actions to enable Remarketing Audience lists.

DYNAMIC REMARKETING
What Is Dynamic Remarketing?
Remarketing allows you to show ads to people who have previously visited your website or used your mobile app. Dynamic Remarketing takes this a
step further, letting you show previous visitors ads that contain products and services they viewed on your site. With messages tailored to your
audience, Dynamic Remarketing helps you build leads and sales by bringing previous visitors back to your site to complete what they started.

How to Setup Dynamic Remarketing?
To use dynamic Remarketing, you'll need to add the
dynamic Remarketing tag with custom parameters to your
website so that your lists can start working. When add-ing
the tag and customising it with custom parameters that
suit your business, it helps to work with a technical member
of your team like a web developer.

DYNAMIC REMARKETING
XYZ Sydney Dynamic Remarketing
Currently, there are no Remarketing or Dynamic Remarketing campaign in the account. Creating a custom feed would allow XYZ Sydney to use
various Remarketing lists and serve their users with dynamically tailored ads as per their services preference. The “other” (custom option) should be
used to enable dynamic Remarketing ads.

Recommendation: Reengaging users with the exact services that interested them is the right way to induce more transactional
oriented clicks. This also enhances the CTR of the campaign by making it more likely for them to amount towards a good number of
conversions. XYZ Sydney should create a dedicated Dynamic Remarketing campaign to test out the results on their target audience.

RLSA
What Is RLSA?
Remarketing lists for search ads (RLSA) is a feature that lets you customise your search campaigns for people who have previously visited your site,
and tailor your bids and ads to these visitors when they're searching on Google.
When people leave your site without buying anything, for example, Remarketing lists for search ads helps you connect with these potential
customers when they continue looking for what they need on Google Search. You can set your bids, create ads or select keywords keeping in mind
that these customers have previously visited your website. Remarketing lists for search ads uses Remarketing lists to enable these customisations.

XYZ Sydney has no active campaigns focused on RLSA.
Recommendation: XYZ Sydney can beneﬁt from RLSA by applying it to ad groups with the most competitive (and expensive)
keywords. Usually, the search volume and CPC for these keywords are high. In this case, the settings will be set to only showing ads to
those who have previously visited the website.

ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Disapproved PLA Ads
We found in shopping campaign that there are few product listing ads which are disapproved due to the Google Ad policies.

Recommendation: As we don't have Google merchant center account login credentials, so we are limited to make any
recommendation.

ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Non-converting PLA Ads
Current shopping campaign contains the non-converting PLA ads.

Recommendation: We would recommend to decrease the bid by 50% on these non converting PLA Ads.

ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Non-performing PLA Ads
In shopping campaign there are many listing that are not serving.

Recommendation: As we don't have Google merchant center account login credentials, so we are limited to make any recommendation.

COMPETITOR OVERVIEW
Competitor Overview

• Competitor Relevance - Based on the keywords, contextual mapping & overall account strategy
• Common Keywords - Estimated amount of common keywords shared in the account
• Adwords Keywords - Estimated amount of keyword auctions entered by the competitor

RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS
The below table shows recommended steps for account optimisation along with priorities and recommended best practice.

